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27th July 2021 

Dear Sir / Madam,  

Re: East Anglia Marine Aggregate Projects - Industry Working Area Charts 

Further to my recent letter dated 22nd June 2021, and as a further introduction, Precision 
Marine Survey Limited (PMSL) have been contracted by Marine Space to provide Fisheries 
Liaison services, for marine aggregate projects located in the East Anglia region on behalf of 
the British Marine Aggregate Producers Association (BMAPA) and The Crown Estate (TCE). 
 
The BMAPA and the Crown Estate have produced charts that show the locations of marine 
aggregate sites and where marine aggregate dredging activities are taking place around the 
UK.  Please therefore find appended with this letter a chart showing the locations for all 
proposed marine aggregate sites located within the East Anglia region.  Included within the 
chart are coordinates in WGS84 Degrees Decimal Minutes (DDM) and a reference for each of 
those areas as detailed in the appended chart.  Should you require links to working area charts 
for other regions, these are available online at the following web address: 
https://bmapa.org/issues/other_sea_users.php.  
 
As part of the new regional marine aggregate fishing liaison initiative, the marine aggregate 
industry and PMSL remain committed to maintaining high levels of fisheries liaison and 
engagement with the commercial fishing sector, including the advanced notification of all 
dredging activities to all stakeholders.  However, as a result of confidentiality arising from the 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), PMSL do not hold all the names and contact 
details for all local fishermen and fishing representative organisations.   

To ensure that we can contact you promptly in the future and notify you of any marine 
aggregate activities in your region, please could I kindly request that you provide me with the 
your contact details and fishing activities to the email address below.   

To ensure that our fisheries stakeholder database remains comprehensive and that all 
necessary fisheries stakeholders are provided with the relevant information with advance 
notice, if you are aware of any other fishermen or representative organisations, who may 
have fishing interests in these dredging zones, could I kindly request that you forward these 
details onto them.  All information provided by you will be held in accordance with UK GDPR, 
and will remain confidential. 

Whilst we appreciate that using digital versions of charts is not always the favoured option by 
some fishermen, PMSL wish to provide the necessary information in a format that is 
accessible by all, including the provision of laminated charts by post.  We recognise that for 
some fishermen, this may be a more suitable way to reference the aggregate areas whilst at 
sea.  Please could you therefore provide confirmation to me using the below contact details 
if you wish to receive laminated copies of these aggregate working area charts in the post.  
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If you do not wish to receive any further communications from us please let us know in writing 
or email: and we will remove your contact details. 

Should you require further information or clarification on any point, please do not hesitate to 
contact me at the above address, alternatively you can call or e-mail.  

Yours sincerely  

Yours sincerely  

 

Daniel Proctor 

Precision Marine Survey Limited 

Fisheries Liaison Officer 

Mob. +44 (0) 7507 556582 

E-mail: d.proctor@precisionmarine.co.uk 
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